The Plague

A haunting tale of human resilience in the
face of unrelieved horror, Camus novel
about a bubonic plague ravaging the people
of a North African coastal town is a classic
of twentieth-century literature.

- 6 min - Uploaded by The Infographics Show in the modern time? Why did the plague happen in the first place?
SUBSCRIBE TO US -? http It is one of the worst catastrophes in recorded history a deadly plague that ravaged
communities across Europe, changing forever their socialConsequences of the Black Death included a series of
religious, social, and economic upheavals, which had profound effects on the course of European history.The Black
Death was so extreme that its surprising even to scientists who are familiar with the general details. The epidemic killed
30 to 50 percent of the entire Rats have long been blamed for spreading the parasites that transmitted plague throughout
medieval Europe and Asia, killing millions of A new study suggests that human parasiteslike fleas and liceand not rats,
may be responsible for spreading the Black Death that killedThe Black Death was one of the most devastating
pandemics in human history, resulting in the deaths of an estimated 75 to 200 million people in Eurasia andThe Great
Plague, lasting from 16, was the last major epidemic of the bubonic plague to occur in England. It happened within the
centuries-long timeThe Black Death was a devastating global epidemic of bubonic plague that struck Europe and Asia in
the mid-1300s. The plague arrived in Europe in October - 1 min - Uploaded by CNNCNNs Elizabeth Cohen explains the
history of the plague and the reason its still around today. The plague is a serious bacterial infection that can be deadly.
Its caused by poor sanitation, overcrowding, and large rodent populations. A: In the Middle Ages the Black Death, or
pestilencia, as contemporaries called various epidemic diseases, was the worst catastrophe inThe Black Death was a
bubonic plague pandemic, which reached England in June 1348. It was the first and most severe manifestation of the
Second Pandemic,Theories of the Black Death are a variety of explanations that have been advanced to explain the
nature and transmission of the Black Death (134769).
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